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(54) Lens barrel assembly and photographing apparatus having the same

(57) A lens barrel assembly, which has improved
shock resistance and quickly resumes normal operation
when external shock is applied, includes a first barrel
including an elastic moving pin which protrudes toward
a second barrel and elastically deforms. The second bar-
rel includes a first guide groove into which the elastic
moving pin is inserted and which extends obliquely in a
circumferential direction to guide a movement of the first
barrel, and at least one second guide groove including
an end separated from the first guide groove and another
end connected to the first guide groove to guide the elas-
tic moving pin so that the elastic moving pin returns into
the first guide groove when the elastic moving pin is sep-
arated from the first guide groove. The second barrel
rotates in an optical axis direction and supports the first
barrel so that the first barrel moves relative to the optical
axis direction.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] Various embodiments of the invention relate to
a lens barrel assembly and a photographing apparatus
having the same, and more particularly, to a lens barrel
assembly having improved shock resistance and a pho-
tographing apparatus having the same.

2. Related Art

[0002] A lens barrel assembly installed in a photo-
graphing apparatus, such as a digital camera, a cam-
corder, or the like, adjusts a gap between lens groups to
achieve an optical system having various focal lengths.
Since the optical system of a camera may be converted
into a wide-angle lens or a telephoto lens by using the
lens barrel assembly, a user may take photographs with
various viewing angles while standing still at the same
spot. To do so, the lens barrel assembly includes a lens
barrel, which supports a lens group, and a cam barrel,
which supports the lens barrel, to move the lens barrel
in an optical axis direction.
[0003] Since positions of the lens barrel and the cam
barrel are not fixed but are supported to be relatively mov-
able, the lens barrel assembly is weak to external shock.
For example, the user may inadvertently drop the lens
barrel assembly or a photographing apparatus having
the lens barrel assembly. In this case, shock is applied
to the lens barrel, which is exposed to the outside, and
thus the lens barrel is forcibly inserted into the cam barrel.
As a result, the lens barrel assembly does not operate
normally or a moving pin connecting the lens barrel and
the cam barrel to each other is damaged.

SUMMARY

[0004] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided an apparatus and method as set forth in the ap-
pended claims. Other features of the invention will be
apparent from the dependent claims, and the description
which follows.
[0005] Various embodiments provide a lens barrel as-
sembly having improved shock resistance and a photo-
graphing apparatus having the same.
[0006] Various embodiments also provide a lens barrel
assembly which quickly resumes normal operation
through a simple control even when external shock is
applied thereto and a photographing apparatus having
the same.
[0007] According to an embodiment, a lens barrel as-
sembly includes a first barrel and a second barrel. The
first barrel includes at least one elastic moving pin pro-
truding toward the second barrel and elastically deforms.
The second barrel includes a first guide groove into which

the at least one elastic moving pin is inserted and which
obliquely extends in a circumferential direction to guide
a movement of the first barrel, and at least one second
guide groove including a first end separated from the first
guide groove and a second end connected to the first
guide groove to guide the at least one elastic moving pin
so that the at least one elastic moving pin returns into
the first guide groove when the at least one elastic moving
pin is separated from the first guide groove. The second
barrel rotates in an optical axis direction and supports
the first barrel so that the first barrel relatively moves in
an optical axis direction.
[0008] The elastic moving pin may include: a body por-
tion which is installed in the first barrel to be fixed in the
first barrel and includes a housing groove; a protrusion
which is inserted into the housing groove and includes a
portion protruding outside the body portion; and an elastic
portion which is disposed between the body portion and
the protrusion.
[0009] The at least one second guide groove may in-
clude a first area into which the at least one elastic moving
pin separated from the first guide groove is inserted, and
a second area which guides the at least one elastic mov-
ing pin inserted into the first area to the first guide groove.
[0010] An end of the first area may be separated from
the first guide groove, and an end of the second area
may be connected to the first guide groove.
[0011] The first area may include a plurality of sub
guide grooves which extend in a direction intersecting
with the optical axis direction.
[0012] First ends of the plurality of sub guide grooves
may be separated from the first guide groove, and second
ends of the plurality of sub guide grooves may be con-
nected to the second area.
[0013] The second area may extend in parallel with the
circumferential direction.
[0014] The first area may include a single sub guide
groove which extends in parallel with an optical axis.
[0015] The single sub guide groove may include a
downward slanting surface which is slanted downward
toward the second area so that the elastic moving pin
moves into the second area.
[0016] A groove depth of the first guide groove may be
deeper than a groove depth of the at least one second
guide groove.
[0017] The groove depth of the first guide groove may
be deeper than a groove depth of the second end of the
second guide groove.
[0018] The first guide groove may include: a reference
position; a wide-angle position which is connected to the
reference position and is positioned in front of the refer-
ence position in the optical axis direction; and a telephoto
position which is connected to the wide-angle position
and is positioned in front of the wide-angle position in the
optical axis direction.
[0019] The at least one second guide groove may in-
clude a wide-angle guide groove including a first end sep-
arated from the wide-angle position of the first guide
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groove and the a second end connected to the reference
position of the first guide groove, and a telephoto guide
groove including a first end separated from the telephoto
position of the first guide groove and a second end con-
nected to the first guide groove between the wide-angle
position and the telephoto position.
[0020] The first guide groove may further include a
downward slanting portion and an upward slanting por-
tion formed between the wide-angle position and the tel-
ephoto position. The downward slanting portion may be
connected to the wide-angle position and slanted down-
ward in the circumferential direction, and the upward
slanting portion may be connected to the telephoto po-
sition and slanted upward in the circumferential direction.
[0021] The second end of the telephoto guide groove
may be connected to the upward slanting portion.
[0022] When the at least one elastic moving pin is po-
sitioned in the reference position of the first guide groove,
the first and second barrels may overlap each other.
[0023] The first barrel may be a lens barrel which sup-
ports a first lens group exposed to the outside. The sec-
ond barrel may be a cam barrel which is disposed inside
the lens barrel.
[0024] The lens barrel assembly may further include a
third barrel which is disposed inside the second barrel
and supports a second lens group.
[0025] The third barrel may include a second elastic
moving pin which protrudes outwardly and elastically de-
forms. The second barrel may include a third guide
groove into which the second elastic moving pin is insert-
ed and which obliquely extends in the circumferential di-
rection to guide a movement of the third barrel, and a
fourth guide groove including a first end separated from
the third guide groove and a second end connected to
the third guide groove to guide the second elastic moving
pin so that the second elastic moving pin returns into the
third guide groove when the second elastic moving pin
is separated from the third guide groove.
[0026] The first barrel may include a protrusion which
protrudes outwardly. The lens barrel assembly may fur-
ther include an external barrel, which is disposed in an
outer side of the first barrel and includes a straight groove
that is extended in parallel with the optical axis and into
which the protrusion is inserted.
[0027] According to another embodiment, a photo-
graphing apparatus includes: a lens barrel assembly in-
cluding a first barrel and a second barrel which rotates
in an optical axis direction and supports the first barrel
so that the first barrel moves relative to the optical axis
direction, and an image pickup device which receives
light having passed the lens barrel assembly to generate
an electrical signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] The above and other features and advantages
will become more apparent by describing in detail exem-
plary embodiments thereof with reference to the attached

drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a lens barrel
assembly and a photographing apparatus having the
lens barrel assembly, according to an exemplary em-
bodiment;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view illustrating the lens barrel
assembly of FIG. 1 that is housed in the photograph-
ing apparatus;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view illustrating elements of
the lens barrel assembly and the photographing ap-
paratus of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view illustrating
elements of the lens barrel assembly of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view illustrating a lens barrel
and a cam barrel of FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an elastic
moving pin of the lens barrel of FIG. 4;
FIGS. 7A and 7B are side views illustrating normal
operation states of the lens barrel and the cam barrel
of FIG. 5;
FIG. 8 is a side view illustrating states of the lens
barrel and the cam barrel when an external force
having a predetermined magnitude is applied to the
lens barrel of FIG. 7A;
FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view illustrating the lens
barrel and the cam barrel taken along line IX-IX of
FIG. 8;
FIGS. 10A and 10B are side views illustrating states
of the elastic moving pin of FIG. 8 that return into a
first guide groove;
FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view of first and second
guide grooves taken along line XI-XI of FIG. 10B;
FIG. 12 is a perspective view illustrating a second
guide groove of the cam barrel of FIG. 5, according
to another exemplary embodiment;
FIGS. 13A and 13B are side views illustrating oper-
ation states of the lens barrel and the cam barrel
when external shock is applied to the lens barrel of
FIG. 12;
FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view of a first guide
groove taken along line XIV-XIV of FIG. 13A;
FIG. 15 is an enlarged perspective view illustrating
a cam barrel and a second lens barrel of FIG. 4; and
FIG. 16 is a perspective view illustrating operation
states of a first lens barrel, the cam barrel, and the
second lens barrel of FIG. 4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] Structures and operations of a lens barrel as-
sembly and a photographing apparatus having the lens
barrel assembly, according to exemplary embodiments,
will now be described in detail with reference to the at-
tached drawings.
[0030] FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a lens
barrel assembly 1 and a photographing apparatus having
the lens barrel assembly 1, according to an exemplary
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embodiment. FIG. 2 is a perspective view illustrating the
lens barrel assembly 1 of FIG. 1 that is housed in the
photographing apparatus.
[0031] The photographing apparatus of FIG. 1 includes
the lens barrel assembly 1 and an image pickup device
101 of FIG. 3. When the photographing apparatus is not
being operated, the lens barrel assembly 1 is housed in
the photographing apparatus as shown in FIG. 2. When
the photographing apparatus is being operated, the lens
barrel assembly 1 protrudes from the photographing ap-
paratus in a direction of an optical axis (Z axis) as shown
in FIG. 1.
[0032] When the lens barrel assembly 1 extends by
protruding from the photographing apparatus, optical
lenses (not shown) of the lens barrel assembly 1 move
along the optical axis. Therefore, the lens barrel assem-
bly 1 performs a zooming operation for adjusting a mag-
nification of a subject image or a focusing operation for
adjusting a focal point of a subject.
[0033] In the present exemplary embodiment, the lens
barrel assembly 1 operates to extend in three stages in
order to perform an optical zooming function. The lens
barrel assembly 1 includes an outer cylinder 90 installed
on a base 100, a second cylinder 60 disposed on the
outer cylinder 90 to be movable, a first cylinder 20, and
a first lens barrel 10. The second cylinder 60 is disposed
to move forward or backward along the optical axis (Z
axis direction) from the outer cylinder 90, and the first
cylinder 20 is disposed to move forward or backward
along the optical axis from the second cylinder 60. The
first lens barrel 10 is disposed to move forward or back-
ward along the optical axis from the first cylinder 20. In
the lens barrel assembly 1 having the above-described
structure, the first lens barrel 10 and the first and second
cylinders 20 and 60, which may move along the optical
axis from the outer cylinder 90 fixed onto the base 100,
extend in three stages to perform a zooming function.
However, the structure of the lens barrel assembly 1 is
not limited to a three-stage structure, and the lens barrel
assembly 1 may operate to extend in two or four stages
in order to perform the zooming function.
[0034] On outer sides of the base 100 and the outer
cylinder 90, there may be disposed a driving unit 5 that
generates a driving power for performing the zooming
function.
[0035] The photographing apparatus including the lens
barrel assembly 1 having the above-described structure
may include a digital still camera which captures a still
image, a digital camcorder which captures a moving im-
age, a camera module which is installed in a portable
mobile device, or the like.
[0036] According to the exemplary embodiment de-
scribed with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, the lens barrel
assembly 1 is manufactured as a fixed type lens barrel,
which is fixedly installed in the photographing apparatus,
but it is not limited thereto. Therefore, the lens barrel as-
sembly 1 may be manufactured as an exchangeable type
lens barrel, which is detachably installed in the photo-

graphing apparatus.
[0037] FIG. 3 is a perspective view illustrating elements
of the lens barrel assembly 1 of FIG. 1 and the photo-
graphing apparatus of FIG. 1 having the lens barrel as-
sembly 1. FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view illus-
trating elements of the lens barrel assembly 1 of FIG. 1.
For convenience, the lens barrel assembly 1 of FIG. 1 is
at a wide-angle position in FIG. 3.
[0038] Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, the lens barrel as-
sembly 1 includes the first lens barrel 10 which supports
a first lens group 11, the first cylinder 20 which is disposed
on an outer side of the first lens barrel 10, a cam barrel
40 which is disposed on an inner side of the first lens
barrel 10, the second cylinder 60 which is disposed on
an outer side of the first cylinder 20 and moveably sup-
ports the first cylinder 20 and the cam barrel 40, and the
outer cylinder 90 which is disposed on an outer side of
the second cylinder 60. The outer cylinder 90 operates
as a support structure which keeps the barrels and cyl-
inders in a fixed state thereof in the lens barrel assembly
1. A second lens barrel 30, which supports a second lens
group 31, and a third lens barrel 50, which supports a
third lens group 51, are disposed on an inner side of the
cam barrel 40. A fourth lens barrel 70, which supports a
fourth lens group 71, is disposed on an inner side of the
second cylinder 60.
[0039] When the lens barrel assembly 1 operates to
perform the zooming function, the first lens barrel 10 pro-
trudes toward the front of the optical axis direction (Z axis
direction). The first lens barrel 10 is formed in a hollow
cylindrical shape to support the first lens group 11. The
first lens barrel 10 has first protrusions 15, which protrude
from an outer side of the first lens barrel 10 to the outside,
and first elastic moving pins 16, which protrude from an
inner side of the first lens barrel 10 to the inside and
elastically deform. A lens support part 12 is interposed
between the first lens group 11 and the first lens barrel
10 to be combined with a front part of the first lens barrel
10. A protecting case 13 is combined with the first lens
barrel 10 to protect the first lens group 11. The first lens
barrel 10 moves forward or backward along the optical
axis direction to adjust a position of the first lens group
11 in the optical axis direction.
[0040] The first cylinder 20 is formed in a hollow cylin-
drical shape and is disposed on an outer side of the first
lens barrel 10. The first cylinder 20 includes first straight
guide grooves 21, which are formed in the inner side of
the first cylinder 20 to extend in parallel with the optical
axis. The first protrusions 15 are inserted into the first
straight guide grooves 21 so that positions thereof in a
circumferential direction are fixed. Second protrusions
22 are formed on the outer side of the first cylinder 20.
[0041] The second cylinder 60 is disposed on the outer
side of the first cylinder 20. The second cylinder 60 is
formed in a hollow cylindrical shape and is divided into
a first sub-cylinder 61 and a second sub-cylinder 66.
[0042] A gear 62 is formed on an outer side of the first
sub-cylinder 61 to extend in a circumferential direction
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thereof. Since the driving unit 5 of FIG. 1 is engaged with
the gear 62, the driving power generated by the driving
unit 5 is transmitted to the gear 62 to rotate the first sub-
cylinder 61 with respect to the outer cylinder 90. Third
protrusions 63 are formed on the outer side of the first
sub-cylinder 61 to protrude to the outside.
[0043] The second sub-cylinder 66 is disposed on an
inner side of the first sub-cylinder 61 and includes second
and third straight guide grooves 67 and 68. The second
protrusions 22 are inserted into the second straight guide
grooves 67 so that positions thereof in the circumferential
direction of the first cylinder 20 are fixed. Sixth protrusions
83 of a straight guide member 80 are inserted into the
third straight guide grooves 68. A first guide portion 69
is formed on the second sub-cylinder 66 to extend ob-
liquely in the circumferential direction.
[0044] The outer cylinder 90 is disposed on the outer
side of the second cylinder 60, and the base 100 is com-
bined with an end of the outer cylinder 90. The image
pickup device 101 is disposed on the base 100 and con-
verts image light having passed the first, second, third,
and fourth lens groups 11, 31, 51, and 71 into an electrical
signal. The image pickup device 101 is disposed at a
position corresponding to the first, second, third, and
fourth lens groups 11, 31, 51, and 71. The image pickup
device 101 may be a photoelectric conversion device
such as a charge-coupled device (CCD) or a comple-
mentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) image sen-
sor. A second guide portion 91 is formed on the inner
side of the outer cylinder 90. The third protrusions 63 are
inserted into the second guide portion 91, and the first
sub-cylinder 61 is guided to move in the optical axis di-
rection. An imaging lens 110 is disposed between the
image pickup device 101 and the fourth lens group 71.
The imaging lens 110 may move along the optical axis
direction to perform a focusing function.
[0045] The cam barrel 40 is formed in a hollow cylin-
drical shape and is disposed on the inner side of the first
lens barrel 10. A first guide groove 41 is formed in an
outer side of the cam barrel 40 and extends in the cir-
cumferential direction to slant in the optical axis direction
so that the first elastic moving pins 16 are inserted into
the first guide groove 41. The first guide groove 41 guides
movements of the first elastic moving pins 16 so that the
first lens barrel 10 performs a straight movement in the
optical axis. Fourth protrusions 46 are formed on the out-
er side of the cam barrel 40. The fourth protrusions 46
are connected to the first sub-cylinder 61 through the first
guide portion 69. The cam barrel 40 rotates together with
the first sub-cylinder 61 through the fourth protrusions 46.
[0046] The second and third lens barrels 30 and 50 are
moveably disposed inside the cam barrel 40. The second
lens barrel 30 supports the second lens group 31, and
the third lens barrel 50 supports the third lens group 51.
Third guide grooves 43 are formed in the inner side of
the cam barrel 40 to guide a movement of the second
lens barrel 30. Fifth guide grooves 45 are formed in the
inner side of the cam barrel 40 to guide of a movement

of the third lens barrel 50. Second elastic moving pins 32
protrude from the outer side of the second lens barrel 30
and elastically deform. The second elastic moving pins
32 are inserted into the third guide grooves 43 to guide
a movement of the second lens barrel 30 in the optical
axis direction. Fifth protrusions 52 are formed on the outer
side of the third lens barrel 50 to protrude to the outside.
The fifth protrusions 52 are inserted into the fifth guide
grooves 45 to guide a movement of the third lens barrel
50 in the optical axis direction.
[0047] The second and third lens barrels 30 and 50
perform straight movements in the optical axis direction
through the cam barrel 40. Protrusion areas 30P and 50P
are respectively formed on the outer sides of the second
and third lens barrels 30 and 50 so that the second and
third lens barrel 30 and 50 perform straight movements
in the optical axis direction without rotating. A straight
guide member 80 is disposed between the second and
third lens barrels 30 and 50 and the cam barrel 40 to
guide a movement of the second lens barrel 30 in the
optical axis direction.
[0048] The straight guide member 80 includes first and
second notched portions 81 and 82, which are formed in
parallel with the optical axis. The first notched portions
81 are formed by cutting from the front of the photograph-
ing apparatus in the optical axis direction, and the second
notched portions 82 are formed by cutting from the back
of the photographing apparatus in the optical axis direc-
tion. The protrusion areas 30P and 50P of the second
and third lens barrels 30 and 50 are guided by the first
and second notched portions 81 and 82 extending in par-
allel with the optical axis. Therefore, the second and third
lens barrels 30 and 50 perform straight movements in
the optical axis direction without rotating. The straight
guide member 80 includes the sixth protrusions 83. The
sixth protrusions 83 are combined with the third straight
guide grooves 68, which are formed in the second sub-
cylinder 66, to extend in parallel with the optical axis. The
straight guide member 80 is combined with the third
straight guide grooves 68 so that a position thereof is
fixed in the circumferential direction. The second and
third lens barrels 30 and 50 are combined with the first
and second notched portions 81 and 82 of the straight
guide member 80, and thus their positions are fixed in
the circumferential direction, like the straight guide mem-
ber 80.
[0049] FIG. 5 is a perspective view illustrating the first
lens barrel 10 and the cam barrel 40 of FIG. 4.
[0050] Referring to FIG. 5, the first lens barrel 10 in-
cludes the first elastic moving pins 16, which protrude
toward the cam barrel 40 and elastically deform. The cam
barrel 40 includes first and second guide grooves 41 and
42 into which the first elastic moving pins 16 may be
inserted. The first guide groove 41 is obliquely formed in
the circumferential direction. An end 422A1 of the second
guide groove 42 is separated from the first guide groove
41, and the other end 422A2 is combined with the first
guide groove 41.
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[0051] The first elastic moving pins 16 protrudes from
the inner side of the first lens barrel 10 and elastically
deform. When the first elastic moving pins 16 are inserted
into the first guide groove 41, the first elastic moving pins
16 are kept inserted in the first guide groove 41 or are
separated from the first guide groove 41 to be inserted
into the second guide groove 42 according to a magni-
tude of an external force F (FIG. 8) applied to the first
lens barrel 10. For example, when external shock (or
force) is not applied to the first lens barrel 10 or an ex-
ternal force F having less than a predetermined magni-
tude is applied to the first lens barrel 10, the first elastic
moving pins 16 are kept inserted in the first guide groove
41. However, when an external force F having a prede-
termined magnitude or more is applied to the first lens
barrel 10, the first elastic moving pins 16 are separated
from (or leave) the first guide groove 41 to be inserted
into the second guide grooves 42. The external force F
having the predetermined magnitude may be, for exam-
ple, an external force which is applied to the first lens
barrel 10 when a 0.5 Kg iron bead free falls at a height
between 15 cm and 20 cm from the first lens barrel 10.
[0052] Since the first elastic moving pins 16 elastically
deform, when the external force F having the predeter-
mined magnitude or more is applied, the first elastic mov-
ing pins 16 absorb external shock in the process of being
separated from the first guide groove 41 and inserted
into the second guide grooves 42. Also, the first elastic
moving pins 16 are prevented from being damaged by
the external shock. Also, since the first elastic moving
pins 16 elastically deform, the first elastic moving pins
16 prevent the first lens barrel 10 from being forcibly put
into the cam barrel 40. Although groove depths of the
first and second guide grooves 41 and 42 vary, the first
elastic moving pins 16 may be stably combined with the
first or second guide grooves 41 or 42.
[0053] The first elastic moving pins 16 may include var-
ious structures which elastically deform. For example, as
shown in FIG. 6, the first elastic moving pin 16 includes
a body portion 161, a protrusion 163, and an elastic por-
tion 165. The body portion 161 is fixedly installed in the
first lens barrel 10 and includes a housing groove G. The
protrusion 163 is inserted into the housing groove G so
that portion thereof protrudes outside the body portion
161. A protruding portion of the protrusion 163 includes
a slanting surface 163S to prevent damage from occur-
ring when the protrusion 163 is separated from the first
guide groove 41. The elastic portion 165 is disposed be-
tween the body portion 161 and the protrusion 163 to
provide an elastic force to the protrusion 163. The elastic
portion 165 may be a spring, which provides an elastic
force through a structural characteristic thereof, or an
elastic member which provides an elastic force through
a material characteristic thereof. A protruding height of
the protrusion 163 is limited by a stopper S formed at the
body portion 161.
[0054] FIGS. 7A and 7B are side views illustrating nor-
mal operation states of the first lens barrel 10 and the

cam barrel 40 of FIG. 5. Referring to FIGS. 7A and 7B,
the first elastic moving pin 16 is inserted into the first
guide groove 41 to move along the first guide groove 41
according to a rotation of the cam barrel 40. The first lens
barrel 10 moves forward or backward in the optical axis
direction according to the movements of the first elastic
moving pin 16.
[0055] The first guide groove 41 includes a reference
position 411, a wide-angle position 412, and a telephoto
position 413. The reference position 411 refers to a po-
sition in which the first elastic moving pin 16 is combined
with the first guide groove 41 before the lens barrel as-
sembly 1 operates or when the lens barrel assembly 1
ends the operation thereof. When the first elastic moving
pin 16 is positioned in the reference position 411, the first
lens barrel 10 and the cam barrel 40 overlap each other.
The wide-angle position 412 refers to a position in which
the first elastic moving pin 16 is combined with the first
guide groove 41 when the first lens barrel 10 is positioned
at a wide-angle end 10W. The telephoto position 413
refers to a position in which the first elastic moving pin
16 is combined with the first guide groove 41 when the
first lens barrel 10 is positioned at a telephoto end 10T.
According to the rotation of the cam barrel 40, the first
elastic moving pin 16 is positioned in the reference po-
sition 411, in the wide-angle position 412 as shown in
FIG. 7A, or in the telephoto position 413 as shown in FIG.
7B. A downward slanting portion 414 is connected to the
wide-angle position 412 between the wide-angle position
412 and the telephoto position 413 and is slanted down-
ward in the circumferential direction. An upward slanting
portion 415 is connected to the downward slanting por-
tion 414 and the telephoto position 413 and is slanted
upward in the circumferential direction.
[0056] FIG. 8 is a side view illustrating states of the
first lens barrel 10 and the cam barrel 40 when an external
force having a predetermined magnitude or more is ap-
plied to the first lens barrel 10 of FIG. 7A.
[0057] Referring to FIG. 8, when an external force F
having a predetermined magnitude or more is applied to
the first lens barrel 10, the first elastic moving pin 16 is
separated from the first guide groove 41 and then moved
in a direction in which the external force F is applied. The
first elastic moving pin 16, which has been separated
from the first guide groove 41, is inserted into the second
guide grooves 42.
[0058] The second guide groove 42 restricts the move-
ments of the first elastic moving pin 16 moved by the
external force F and leads the first elastic moving pin 16
inserted into the second guide groove 42 to return into
the first guide groove 41. The second guide groove 42
includes a first area 421 into which the first elastic moving
pin 16 separated from the first guide groove 41 is inserted
and a second area 422 which guides the first elastic mov-
ing pin 16 inserted into the first area 421 to the first guide
groove 41.
[0059] An end 421A1 of the first area 421 is separated
from the first guide groove 41, and the other end 421A2
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is connected to the second area 422. The other end
422A2 of the second area 422 is connected to the first
guide groove 41.
[0060] The first area 421 includes a plurality of sub
guide grooves 421A which extend in a direction intersect-
ing with the optical axis direction. Since the plurality of
sub guide grooves 421A are formed in the direction in-
tersecting with the optical axis direction, the plurality of
sub guide grooves 421A restrict the movement of the first
elastic moving pins 16 by the external force F. FIG. 9 is
a cross-sectional view illustrating the first lens barrel 10
and the cam barrel 40 taken along line IX-IX of FIG. 8.
Referring to FIG. 9, when the first elastic moving pin 16
separated from the first guide groove 41 by the external
force F is inserted into or separated from the plurality of
sub guide grooves 421A, shock may be absorbed. There-
fore, when the first elastic moving pin 16 is inserted into
one of the plurality of sub guide grooves 421A, the first
elastic moving pin 16 may stop its movements. Groove
depths d21 of the plurality of sub guide grooves 421A are
shallower than a groove depth d1 of the first guide groove
41.
[0061] Referring to FIG. 8 again, the ends 421A1 of
the plurality of sub guide grooves 421A are separated
from the first guide groove 41, and the other ends 421A2
of the plurality of sub guide grooves 421A are connected
to the second area 422. The second area 422 extends
substantially in parallel with the circumferential direction.
[0062] FIGS. 10A and 10B are side views illustrating
states of the first elastic moving pin 16 of FIG. 8 that
returns into the first guide groove 41. Referring to FIGS.
10A and 10B, if the cam barrel 40 rotates when the first
elastic moving pin 16 is inserted into the sub guide
grooves 421A, the first elastic moving pin 16 moves along
the sub guide grooves 421A. The first elastic moving pin
16, which moved along the sub guide grooves 421A,
moves into the second area 422 connected to the sub
guide grooves 421A, as shown in FIG. 10A. When the
cam barrel 40 of FIG. 10A additionally rotates in a direc-
tion indicated by an arrow, the first elastic moving pin 16
moves into the reference position 411, as shown in FIG.
10B. As described above, although the first elastic mov-
ing pins 16 are separated from the first guide groove 41
by the external force F having the predetermined mag-
nitude or more, the first elastic moving pin 16 may return
into the first guide groove 41 only through an ending op-
eration that is one of the necessary control aspects of
the photographing apparatus, without performing a com-
plicated repair process such as a process of separating
the lens barrel assembly 1. The photographing apparatus
houses the lens barrel assembly 1 as shown in FIG. 2
through the ending operation. Here, the cam barrel 40
rotates to position the first elastic moving pin 16 in the
reference position 411. When the first elastic moving pin
16 returns into the first guide groove 41, a normal oper-
ation may be resumed.
[0063] The first guide groove 41 may have a deeper
groove depth than the second guide groove 42. For ex-

ample, the first guide groove 41 may have a deeper
groove depth than the end 422A2 of the second guide
groove 42, i.e., an area connected to the first guide
groove 41. FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view of the first
guide groove 41 and the second guide groove 42 taken
along line XI-XI of FIG. 10B. Referring to FIG. 11, since
the second guide groove 42 has a shallower depth than
the first guide groove 41 (d22<d1), the first elastic moving
pin 16 freely moves from the second guide groove 42 to
the first guide groove 41. However, movement of the first
elastic moving pin 16 from the first guide groove 41 to
the second guide groove 42 is restricted. Therefore, the
second guide groove 42 easily returns the first elastic
moving pin 16 separated from the first guide groove 41
into the first guide groove 41 without affecting normal
operations of the first elastic moving pins 16.
[0064] Referring to FIG. 8 again, a plurality of second
guide grooves 42 may be formed. For example, the sec-
ond guide groove 42 may include a wide-angle guide
groove 42W and a telephoto guide groove 42T. The wide-
angle guide groove 42W and the telephoto guide groove
42T respectively include the first and second areas 421
and 422 described above. The end 422A1 of the wide-
angle guide groove 42W is separated from the wide-an-
gle position 412, and the other end 422A2 of the wide
guide groove 42W is connected to the reference position
411. The end 421A1 of the telephoto guide groove 42T
is separated from the telephoto position 413, and the
other end 422A2 of the telephoto guide groove 42T is
connected to the upward slanting portion 415 disposed
between the wide-angle position 412 and the telephoto
position 413. The wide-angle guide groove 42W guides
the first elastic moving pin 16 to the reference position
411, and the telephoto guide groove 42T guides the first
elastic moving pin 16 to the upward slanting portion 415.
The telephoto guide groove 42T guides the first elastic
moving pin 16 separated from the first guide groove 41
to the upward slanting portion 415 to return the first elastic
moving pin 16 to the reference position 411 through the
downward slanting portion 414 of the first guide groove
41. Therefore, the first lens barrel 10 temporarily ascends
in a descending process. This prevents a clash of the
first lens barrel 10 with the second lens barrel 30 if the
first lens barrel 10 continuously ascends. The prevention
of the clash may be further effective if the second lens
barrel 30 temporarily ascends when the second lens bar-
rel 30 ends an operation thereof.
[0065] FIG. 12 is a perspective view illustrating a sec-
ond guide groove 42’ of the cam barrel 40 of FIG. 5,
according to another exemplary embodiment. FIGS. 13A
and 13B are side views illustrating operation states of
the first lens barrel 10 and the cam barrel 40 when ex-
ternal force is applied to the first lens barrel 10 of FIG.
12. The same elements of FIG. 12 as those of FIG. 5 are
denoted by the same reference numerals, and their re-
peated descriptions are omitted. Descriptions are fo-
cused on the second guide groove 42’.
[0066] The second guide groove 42’ includes a first
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area 421 into which the first elastic moving pin 16 sepa-
rated from the first guide groove 41 is inserted and a
second area 422 which guides the first elastic moving
pin 16 inserted into the first area 421 to the first guide
groove 41.
[0067] An end 421B1 of the first area 421 is separated
from the first guide groove 41, and an end 422B2 of the
second area 422 is connected to the first guide groove 41.
[0068] The first area 421 includes a single sub guide
groove 421 B, which extends substantially in parallel with
an optical axis.
[0069] When an external force F having a predeter-
mined magnitude or more is applied to the first lens barrel
10, the sub guide groove 421 B guides the first elastic
moving pin 16 separated from the first guide groove 41
in a direction parallel with the optical axis. Since the sub
guide groove 421 B is a single groove but extends sub-
stantially in parallel with the optical axis direction in which
the external force F is applied, the sub guide groove 421B
prevents the first elastic moving pin 16 from being sep-
arated from the sub guide groove 421 B.
[0070] If the external force F having the predetermined
magnitude is applied to the first lens barrel 10 when the
first elastic moving pin 16 is positioned in the wide-angle
position 412 of the first guide groove 41, the first elastic
moving pin 16 is separated from the wide-angle position
412 of the first guide groove 41 and inserted into the first
area 421 of the second guide groove 42’, as shown in
FIG. 13A. FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view of the cam
barrel 40 taken along line XIV-XIV of FIG. 13A. Referring
to FIG. 14, the first area 421 includes a downward slant-
ing surface 421S, which is slanted downward toward the
second area 422. The first elastic moving pin 16 inserted
into the first area 421 moves toward the second area 422
along the downward slanting surface 421S. Even if the
magnitude of the external force F is small, the first elastic
moving pin 16 moves to a predetermined position con-
nected to the second area 422 through the downward
slanting surface 421S. Therefore, although the first area
421 is formed in the optical axis direction perpendicular
to a rotation direction of the cam barrel 40, the first area
421 does not affect a rotation of the cam barrel 40. If the
cam barrel 40 of FIG. 13A additionally rotates in a direc-
tion denoted by an arrow, the first elastic moving pins 16
move to the reference position 411 of the first guide
groove 41, as shown in FIG. 13B. Even in the present
exemplary embodiment, a groove depth of the first guide
groove 41 may be deeper than a groove depth of the
second guide groove 42’.
[0071] FIG. 15 is an enlarged perspective view illus-
trating the cam barrel 40 and the second lens barrel 30
of FIG. 4. FIG. 16 is a perspective view illustrating oper-
ation states of the first lens barrel 10, the cam barrel 40,
and the second lens barrel 30 of FIG. 4.
[0072] Referring to FIG. 15, the second lens barrel 30,
which supports the second lens group 31, is disposed
inside the cam barrel 40. Second elastic moving pins 32
are formed on the outer side of the second lens barrel

30, protrude to the outside, and elastically deform. The
second elastic moving pins 32 may have various struc-
tures which elastically deform, e.g., may have the same
structures as the first elastic moving pins 16 of FIG. 6. A
third guide groove 43 and a fourth guide groove 44 are
formed in the inner side of the cam barrel 40. The second
elastic moving pins 32 are inserted into the third guide
groove 43, and the third guide groove 43 extends ob-
liquely in the circumferential direction. An end 441A1 of
the fourth guide groove 44 is separated from the third
guide groove 43, and the other end 442A2 of the fourth
guide groove 44 is connected to the third guide groove 43.
[0073] When the second elastic moving pins 32 oper-
ate normally, the second elastic moving pins 32 move
along the third guide groove 43, and thus the second lens
barrel 30 moves in the optical axis direction. Thus, the
second lens barrel 30 and the first lens barrel 10 may
become close to or separated from each other.
[0074] The first lens barrel 10 and the second lens bar-
rel 30 may be close to (or contact) each other through a
rotation of the cam barrel 40, as shown in FIG. 16. Al-
though not shown in the drawings, if the external force F
having the predetermined magnitude or more is applied
to the first lens barrel 10, the first elastic moving pins 16
are separated from the first guide groove 41, and the first
lens barrel 10 goes back, i.e., descends, by a distance
by which the first elastic moving pins 16 are separated
and moved, in the optical axis direction. The second lens
barrel 30, which contacts the first lens barrel 10, receives
the external force F through the contact with the first lens
barrel 10, and thus the second elastic moving pins 32
are separated from the third guide groove 43. The second
elastic moving pins 32, which have been separated from
the third guide groove 43, are inserted into the fourth
guide groove 44. The fourth guide groove 44 guides the
second elastic moving pins 32 to the third guide groove
43 when the cam barrel 40 rotates. The fourth guide
groove 44 is separated from a wide-angle position 432
of the third guide groove 43 and is connected to a refer-
ence position 431. Therefore, if the second elastic mov-
ing pins 32 are separated from the third guide groove 43
in the wide-angle position 432, the second elastic moving
pins 32 return into the third guide groove 43 through a
rotation of the cam barrel 40. The fourth guide groove 44
is formed around the wide-angle position 432 of the third
guide groove 43. When the first and second elastic mov-
ing pins 16 and 32 are respectively positioned in the wide-
angle positions 412 and 432, the second lens barrel 30
and the first lens barrel 10 are closer to each other, as
shown in FIG. 16. Therefore, in the state where the first
and second elastic moving pins 16 and 32 are positioned
in the wide-angle positions 412 and 432, when the ex-
ternal force F acts on the first lens barrel 10, the first and
second elastic moving pins 16 and 32 may be separated
from the wide-angle positions 412 and 432. Thus, by
forming the fourth guide groove 44 around the wide-angle
position 432, the second elastic moving pins 32 may be
efficiently returned to the third guide groove 43.
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[0075] As described above, the second elastic moving
pins 32 and the fourth guide groove 44 are installed be-
tween the cam barrel 40 and the second lens barrel 30
to prevent an operation failure between the second lens
barrel 30 and the cam barrel 40 due to external shock.
As in the above-described exemplary embodiments, the
fourth guide groove 44 includes first and second areas
441 and 442. The first and second areas 441 and 442
are the same as described in the above-described ex-
emplary embodiments with respect to first and second
areas 421 and 422, and thus their descriptions are omit-
ted herein.
[0076] In the above-described exemplary embodi-
ment, descriptions focused on the first lens barrel 10 and
the cam barrel 40 disposed inside the first lens barrel 10
in consideration that external shock (an external force)
is applied to the first lens barrel 10 that protrudes toward
a front of the photographing apparatus. However, the in-
vention is not limited thereto, and objects to be described
may be changed. The cam barrel 40 rotates in the above-
described exemplary embodiments but the invention is
not limited thereto. In other words, the cam barrel 40 may
rotate without a straight movement in an optical axis di-
rection or may rotate simultaneously with a straight
movement.
[0077] In a lens barrel assembly and a photographing
apparatus having the lens barrel assembly according to
the above-described exemplary embodiments, moving
pins, which connect a lens barrel and a cam barrel to
each other, elastically deform. Therefore, the moving
pins are prevented from being damaged when external
shock is applied and from being forcibly inserted. A first
guide groove, which guides a focal length of the lens
barrel, and a second guide groove separated from the
first guide groove are formed. Therefore, the moving pins
separated from the first guide groove return into the first
guide groove through the second guide groove in a sim-
ple operation. As a result, the lens barrel assembly may
quickly resume normal operation when the external
shock is applied thereto.
[0078] While various embodiments of the invention
have been particularly shown and described, it will be
understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various
changes in form and details may be made therein without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as
defined by the following claims.
[0079] All references, including publications, patent
applications, and patents, cited herein are hereby incor-
porated by reference to the same extent as if each ref-
erence were individually and specifically indicated to be
incorporated by reference and were set forth in its entirety
herein.
[0080] For the purposes of promoting an understand-
ing of the principles of the invention, reference has been
made to the embodiments illustrated in the drawings, and
specific language has been used to describe these em-
bodiments. However, no limitation of the scope of the
invention is intended by this specific language, and the

invention should be construed to encompass all embod-
iments that would normally occur to one of ordinary skill
in the art. The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing the particular embodiments and is not in-
tended to be limiting of exemplary embodiments of the
invention. In the description of the embodiments, certain
detailed explanations of related art are omitted when it
is deemed that they may unnecessarily obscure the es-
sence of the invention.
[0081] The use of any and all examples, or exemplary
language (e.g., "such as") provided herein, is intended
merely to better illuminate the invention and does not
pose a limitation on the scope of the invention unless
otherwise claimed. Numerous modifications and adap-
tations will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill
in this art without departing from the spirit and scope of
the invention as defined by the following claims. There-
fore, the scope of the invention is defined not by the de-
tailed description of the invention but by the following
claims, and all differences within the scope will be con-
strued as being included in the invention.
No item or component is essential to the practice of the
invention unless the element is specifically described as
"essential" or "critical". It will also be recognized that the
terms "comprises," "comprising," "includes," "including,"
"has," and "having," as used herein, are specifically in-
tended to be read as open-ended terms of art. The use
of the terms "a" and "an" and "the" and similar referents
in the context of describing the invention (especially in
the context of the following claims) are to be construed
to cover both the singular and the plural, unless the con-
text clearly indicates otherwise. In addition, it should be
understood that although the terms "first," "second," etc.
may be used herein to describe various elements, these
elements should not be limited by these terms, which are
only used to distinguish one element from another. Fur-
thermore, recitation of ranges of values herein are merely
intended to serve as a shorthand method of referring in-
dividually to each separate value falling within the range,
unless otherwise indicated herein, and each separate
value is incorporated into the specification as if it were
individually recited herein.

Claims

1. A lens barrel assembly (1) comprising:

a first barrel comprising at least one elastic mov-
ing pin (16) which protrudes toward a second
barrel (40) and elastically deforms; and
the second barrel (40) comprises:

a first guide groove (41) into which the at
least one elastic moving pin (16) is inserted
and which extends obliquely in a circumfer-
ential direction to guide a movement of the
first barrel (10);
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at least one second guide groove (42) com-
prising a first end separated from the first
guide groove (41) and a second end con-
nected to the first guide groove (41) to guide
the at least one elastic moving pin (16) so
that the at least one elastic moving pin (16)
returns into the first guide groove (41) when
the at least one elastic moving pin (16) is
separated from the first guide groove (41),

wherein the second barrel rotates in an optical
axis direction and supports the first barrel (10)
so that the first barrel (10) moves relative to the
optical axis direction.

2. The lens barrel (1) assembly of claim 1, wherein the
at least one elastic moving pin (16) comprises:

a body portion (161) which is installed in the first
barrel (10) to be fixed in the first barrel (10) and
comprises a housing groove (G);
a protrusion (163) which is inserted into the
housing groove (G) and comprises a portion pro-
truding outside the body portion (1635); and
an elastic portion (165) which is disposed be-
tween the body portion (161) and the protrusion
(163).

3. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 1, wherein the
at least one second guide groove (42) comprises:

a first area (421) into which the at least one elas-
tic moving pin separated from the first guide
groove is inserted; and
a second area (422) which guides the at least
one elastic moving pin inserted into the first area
to the first guide groove.

4. The lens barrel (1) assembly of claim 3, wherein an
end of the first area (421) is separated from the first
guide groove (41), and an end of the second area
(422) is connected to the first guide groove.

5. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 4, wherein the
first area (421) comprises a plurality of sub guide
grooves which extend in a direction intersecting the
optical axis direction.

6. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 5, wherein first
ends of the plurality of sub guide grooves are sepa-
rated from the first guide groove (41), and second
ends of the plurality of sub guide grooves are con-
nected to the second area (422).

7. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 6, wherein the
second area (422) extends in parallel with the cir-
cumferential direction.

8. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 4, wherein the
first area (421) comprises a single sub guide groove
which extends in parallel with an optical axis.

9. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 8, wherein the
sub guide groove comprises a downward slanting
surface which is slanted downward toward the sec-
ond area so that the at least one elastic moving pin
(16) moves into the second area.

10. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 1, wherein a
groove depth of the first guide groove is deeper than
a groove depth of the at least one second guide
groove.

11. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 1, wherein the
first guide groove comprises:

a reference position;
a wide-angle position which is connected to the
reference position and is positioned in front of
the reference position in the optical axis direc-
tion; and
a telephoto position which is connected to the
wide-angle position and is positioned in front of
the wide-angle position in the optical axis direc-
tion; wherein the at least one second guide
groove comprises:

a wide-angle guide groove comprising a first
end separated from the wide-angle position
of the first guide groove and a second end
connected to the reference position of the
first guide groove; and
a telephoto guide groove comprising a first
end separated from the telephoto position
of the first guide groove and a second end
connected to the first guide groove between
the wide-angle position and the telephoto
position.

12. The lens barrel assembly of claim 11, wherein the
first guide groove further comprises:

a downward slanting portion and an upward
slanting portion formed between the wide-angle
position and the telephoto position,
wherein the downward slanting portion is con-
nected to the wide-angle position and slanted
downward in the circumferential direction, and
the upward slanting portion is connected to the
telephoto position and slanted upward in the cir-
cumferential direction; wherein the second end
of the telephoto guide groove is connected to
the upward slanting portion.

13. The lens barrel assembly of claim 11, wherein when
the at least one elastic moving pin is positioned in
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the reference position of the first guide groove, the
first and second barrels overlap each other.

14. The lens barrel assembly (1) of claim 1, wherein:

the first barrel is a lens barrel which supports a
first lens group exposed to the outside; and
the second barrel is a cam barrel which is dis-
posed inside the lens barrel; The lens barrel as-
sembly further comprising.
a third barrel which is disposed inside the sec-
ond barrel and supports a second lens group;
wherein
the third barrel comprises a second elastic mov-
ing pin which protrudes outwardly and elastically
deforms; and
the second barrel further comprises:

a third guide groove into which the second
elastic moving pin is inserted and which ex-
tends obliquely in the circumferential direc-
tion to guide a movement of the third barrel;
and
at least one fourth guide groove comprising
a first end separated from the third guide
groove and a second end connected to the
third guide groove to guide the second elas-
tic moving pin so that the second elastic
moving pin returns into the third guide
groove when the second elastic moving pin
is separated from the third guide groove.

15. A photographing apparatus comprising:

a lens barrel assembly as claimed in any of
claims 1 to 14.
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